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cance. The lovers swear eternal love and companionship,
but decide not to marry, evidently for no better reason than
that Kumud is a widow.
Chandrakant, Sarasvatichandra's friend, finds out his
whereabouts. Kumud's family is in distress at the lovers
living with each other, and at the consequential possibility
of their committing the terrible social sin of widow-remar-
riage. Kumud runs to their rescue. She goes to her sister
Kusum, the prodigy, who has sworn eternal celibacy to the
despair of her mother; and solicits her hand for her own
lover, to whom, a few days ago, she has sworn to be a
companion for life 'like unto a shadow; like unto
Cttdabodhini, the wife in duty; like unto the earth which
revolves round the sun !' Kusum consents and is promptly
accepted by Saras vat ichandra as his wife.
Even compared with Part III, this part is a failure as a
piece of literary art. It has no plot worth the name. Its
characters—even Kumud and Gunasundari—become unreal,
floating in intellectualised verbosity. The lovers are mere
mouth-pieces for uttering morbid sentimentality, which is
made more unattractive by oft-repeated mutual encomiums
and pious resolutions. The end is inartistic in the extreme. *
The only relieving feature is a short, living picture of
Chandrakant's domestic life.
VII
Govardhanram dedicated his later life to Parts III and
IV of this work. These twelve-hundred-odd pages were
intended by the author to evolve a harmony out of ' the
varied conflicts of life and thought at present visible all
over India'; to bring about a fusion not only of the two
civilizations of the East and West, but of * far different
ancient Indian civilization...the third element of the fusion';
and to point the way to the educated Indians, who constitute
* a median organism in this way between various other sets
of complicated and contradictory organisms.'1 This was
the ambitious purpose of this prolix effort. He sought
to achieve this purpose by presenting the results of life-long
study and a deliberate attempt at maintaining intellectual
1; -The Preface fa English to Pt IV,

